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The paper presents the methodology and implementation of original Automatic CAM programming using machining templates (ACPUT)
dedicated to manufacturing special technological tooling. The development of ACPUT was inspired by the observation that although modern
computer-aided design (CAD) / computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) systems can automatically create CAM programs, their universality
makes them both difficult to use and inefficient because the programs created this way often contain errors. The presented programming
procedure includes the development of specific machining templates based on technological knowledge gathered in a specially prepared
database. These templates are dedicated to a group of parts characterized by the similarity of their geometric features. ACPUT makes it
possible to reduce(in comparison to traditional CAM programming) the time required to develop a machining program, thereby positively
impacting the total cost of tooling production. The paper aims to present results of testing the effectiveness of the use of ACPUT by technicians
with different levels of experience (expert and beginner). The tests were carried out on special tooling - assembly equipment for plastic pipes,
and compared program preparation time, machining time, and production costs.
Keywords: generative CAM process, CNC programming, technology design automation, knowledge-based engineering
Highlights
• Automatic CAM programming using machining templates (ACPUT) is dedicated to the manufacture of special technological
tooling that consists of technologically similar parts.
• ACPUT makes it possible to shorten the time needed to develop a machining program and to reduce the total cost of tooling
production.
• The effectiveness of the ACPUT procedure depends on the experience of programmers preparing the machining templates.

0 INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, manufacturing companies must respond
quickly to diverse and dynamically changing market
needs and expectations. This situation is related
to, among other factors, the increasingly common
personalization of products, which requires rapid
responses to changes in demand in terms of volume
and assortment while maintaining high product quality
and highly efficient production processes [1] to [3].
To meet the expectations of the mass
personalization of products, it is necessary to develop
systems that allow for the extensive use of various
data contained in product designs and their production
technologies [4] to [6]. Such systems,including
functions ensuring efficient data exchange between
departments involved in production preparation, have
been a standard in mass personalization-oriented
companies for many years [7] and [8]. In addition,
designers and technicians can use tools that make it
possible to use the knowledge gained in previously
implemented projects (i.e., knowledge-based
engineering (KBE)) [9] and [10]. Examples of this are
found in the automotive sector, household appliances,
sanitary and electronic products, and other industry

sectors where similar components with the same
purpose may differ due to different vehicle variants.
One of the stages to prepare for product
manufacture is the design and implementation of
special technological tooling, which complements
the standard equipment of production machines and
equipment and is essential for manufacturing products
whose design specifics need to be considered. Due to
their intended use, universal (general purpose) and
special (dedicated to specific machines, processes,
and products) equipment can be distinguished [10] to
[12].
The production of special technological tooling
is an example of custom-made production, asmaketo-order (MTO) and engineering to order (ETO), in
which the design of the device is based on the product
model provided by the customer.
The process of production special technological
tooling is carried out in stages and includes (Fig. 1):
1. Analysis of the three-dimensional (3D) CAD
model of the product provided by the customer.
2. Development of a tooling model in the 3D CAD
program adapted to the product’s shape.
3. Export of designed 3D CAD models of tooling to
the CAM program.
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4.

Development of machining programs in CAM for
individual parts of the tooling.
5. Manufacture of tooling parts on a computer
numerical control (CNC) machine.
6. Tooling assembly and delivery to the customer.
This process is time-consuming and quite often
inefficient (in the case of manufacturing groups
of products) because despite containing similar
manufacturing actions, it must be carried out for each
unique product model separately [13].
Using
previously
acquired
engineering
knowledge, advanced parametric design methods
in CAD systems make it possible to create special
models, known as “generative models” in the
literature. Such models enable the automation of the
operations in Stages 1 and 2 (Fig. 1) related to the
development of the tooling design.
Based on this approach in a small Polish company
(MK-Tech Company), designing and producing
special equipment for advanced technical companies
from the automotive industry, a procedure for creating
machining templates in the CAM system - Automatic
CAM Programming Using Machining Templates
(ACPUT) [14] was developed, which, in conjunction
with a machining knowledge base, makes it possibleto
automate the operations in stage 4 (Fig. 1). Since
the ACPUT method is limited to a specified product
group, the rules it creates are effective and efficient.
The templates can be developed using any integrated
CAD/CAM class software that allows the parametric
construction of CAD models and programming in a
scripting language (e.g., Visual Basic for applications
(VBA).Sincemachine programming in CAM systems
is a time-consuming and high-cost process (it requires
the involvement of highly qualified engineering
staff), the aimof the ACPUT was to reduce time and
minimize human participation in the programming
of CNC machines (in the manufactureof special
production equipment).

This work aims to describe the basic properties
of ACPUT and to present results of its testing
on effectiveness and efficiency in relation to
traditional programming of CNC machines.It should
be emphasized that ACPUT is theprocedure of
implementation of CAM programming automation, not
a specific information system (IT) tool, so the essence
of the tests was to compare it with the traditional
programming approach (realized by technicians/CAM
programmers), who can use any tools and methods in
their work, evenfeature recognition (FR) [15] or wellknown group technology (GT) assumptions [16].
1 PROGRAMMING IN CAM SYSTEMS
Generally, regardless of the type of CAM software
used, programming in CAM systems can be divided
into tasks relating to:
1. the definition of the workpiece shape,
2. the determination of subsequent machining
operations,
3. the simulation and verification of the machining
program.
In the beginning, the general geometric features
are defined (i.e., the shape of the workpiece and the
shape of the blank from which the part will be made).
The user also defines his coordinate system with
the zero position so that it is possible to orient the
workpiece in the working space of the CNC machine.
The programming process involves determining
the course of the machining process, depending on the
complexity of the workpiece and its size. In individual
machining operations, the technological engineer
determines:
• the specific geometric elements of the CAD
model for processing (planes, edges, points),
• the machining tool type and features,
• the machining strategy determining the machining
tool path,

Fig. 1. Example of special production tooling manufacture according to ETO [14]
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•

the technological parameters of the operation
(speeds and the input/output paths of the
machining tool relative to the workpiece).
All the settings must undergo initial verification
and evaluation in the CAM program (in order to
detect possible errors at the operational level). Then,
the tool path for the specific operation is generated
and saved in the part’s program structure. This
process is repeated separately for each operation,
andthe geometric changes resulting from previously
generated operations are considered. Finally, the
whole process is simulated, and if the program
requires corrections, the necessary changes are made
in the selected operations. After verification, using a
special translator, the so-called postprocessor creates a
numerical control (NC) code that will be implemented
on a specific machine tool.
The level of effectiveness of programming CAM
depends on the opportunity to develop dedicated
solutions to support and automation presented above
sequence of activities. Most often, it is carried out
using specific tools of the given CAM program (most
recent systems offersuch functions). The most popular
functions are based on recognizing the characteristic
features of a CAD model FR and assigning appropriate
machining cycles to them [17]. In practice, these tools
can accelerate the work on program preparation but
are only effective for models with relatively simple
shapes. In the case of advanced surface models (such
as the forms with shaping cavities described in this
article), the proportion of automatic recognition of
geometric features decreases, and the “manual” work
of the technician increases to a large extent. These
tools are, therefore, a hybrid solution that works well
in a single case. Therefore, for a group of families of
similar products (several to several dozen items), their
use does not significantly affect the effectiveness of
the CAM programming process.
Although the FR technology has been known
for three decades, it remains the subject of various
works [18]. The authors focus on the development of
various algorithms that can more accurately analyse
3D models and more effectively indicate possible
technological operations [19] and [20]. In turn, Zhou
et al. [21] presented the FR method (supported by deep
learning) for the selection of cutting tools, increasing
the effectiveness and efficiency of this task. Another
example is the use of FR for spot welding recognition.
It should be noted that these works do not deal with
the issue of the automation of CAM programming
in a general perspective, which can actually improve
the efficiency of this process, but only develops

algorithms for searching for specific geometric
features of 3D models.
Moreover, analysing the literature relating to
the programming of CNC machines, it can be seen
that not much attention has beenpaid to methods
forautomating of CAM programming process. Most
recent research mainly concerns the improvement of
the manufacturing process itself.An example would
be the study by Andrankaja et al. [22], in which the
decision support method in CAD/CAM design is
described based on analysis of the data recorded in
the NC code. In the opinion of Zhou and Wu [23], an
important problem is the exchange of data between
different CAD and CAM systems. They focused their
attention on developing a method supporting a data
exchange between various CAD/CAM systems, based
on the “stl” universal data format. This means that
their studyconcerns the third stage of programming
related to data export within the process.
De Lacalle et al. [24] and [25] have presented
methods for improving the CAM generation process
in the production of special tooling (forging dies
and injection moulds) according to high-speed
milling (HSM) requirements. The main objective
was to achieve a good surface quality directly from
machining, without any additional, tedious, manual
work. The authors have achieved the goal using a
special postprocessor coded in C language. Once
the CAM user had to define (on the CAD model)
the theoretical boundaries of the tempered areas, the
insert blocks, or the deposition material areas, the
CNC program was changed automatically.
According to Zahid et al. [26], the effectiveness
of NC program preparation is largely dependent on
the experience of the user who manually prepares
the machining plan. This author developed a special
tool for recording, analysing, and improving the
code during programming. As a result, both the
planning time for machining and its complexity were
reduced. Similar studies were presented by Deja and
Siemiatkowski [27].
In turn, Tan and Ismail [28] described the
methodology for recognizing the features of the CAD
model, based on which appropriate operations in the
CAM program are selected. Similar considerations
were described in papers [29] to [31], presenting
different approaches to the data exchange between
the CAD and CAM programs, as well as to the
recognition of the features of the objects processed,
using the universal STEP files format.
In all the studies cited above, the CNC machine
programming process had a low level of automation.
The methods presented wereusually testedon
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simple examples, which makes it difficult to assess
their usefulness in practice in industry, where the
manufactured parts very often have complicated
shapes, and the machining process must not only
include shaping, but also surface treatment.
The automation of CNC machine programming is
discussed in the study by Xu et al. [32]. They presented
a method forautomatically generating machining tool
paths, based on the data in the integrated CAD/CAPP/
CAM system. Recording the technological knowledge
in the CAPP system and its further implementation in
the CAM system was undertaken by Wang et al. [33].
In their study, Li et al. [34] developed a method that
allows the shortening of machining planning time,
demonstrating the relationship between machining
data and the models used in the manufacturing process.
Ma et al. [35] presented a similar approach in their
study. In some studies, methods based on artificial
intelligence were discussed [36] and [37], although
automation in these cases concerned rather the tasks
relating to the process of machining planning, and not
merely program generation.
Kumar [38] presented an original system in
which the automation of CNC code generation
eliminated the need for specialist human knowledge
and minimized the time required tocreate the program.
Appropriate recording of technological knowledge
wasimportant here, not only because of the quality
of the tooling produced but also the quality of the
CNC machine programming process in the CAM
program. Li [39] provided an overview of the methods
used in the recording of the technological knowledge
used to prepare the machining process. Although he
emphasized the importance of knowledge and the need
to write it into the work, he did not specify a universal
solution. It can be concluded that the selection of a
tool for recording technological knowledge should be
adapted to the case in question. More examples on this
subject can also be found in [19] and [40] to [44].
In the literature of the subject, no reports confirm
the effectiveness of the implementation of automation
of CAM programming process in the case of
manufacturing a group of products. Therefore, it can
be assumed that systems dealing with such cases are
not implemented at all or are prepared on an ad hoc
basis. The ACPUT methodology fills this gap.
2 PROGRAMMING CAM WITH THE USE OF ACPUT
The basis of ACPUT [12] is the development of a
special machining template that represents all the
technological operations possible for a given group
of products. Data and information needed to prepare
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such a template are stored in the special knowledge
base. Knowledge acquired mainly from specialists in a
given field is accumulated and written formally, so as
to be understood by the computer program. To ensure
the correct operation of the machining template, and
thus the automation of the preparation process in the
CAM environment, 3D models for the tooling must
be properly described in the CAD program (i.e.,
categorization of features and their assignationto the
model). Based on this description, the template later
automatically selects the appropriate features for the
given part.
ACPUT is presented in the form of a procedure
and includes the following steps (Fig. 2):
1. Analysis of 3D CAD models of a given group of
tooling parts.
2. Preparation of the technological knowledge base.
3. Defining the geometry necessary to build the
machining template and publishing it.
4. Preparation of machining template.
5. Preparation of machining program for each part of
the given group of tooling parts (with simulation
in CAM program).
6. Preparation of NC program.
Step 1 is an analysis of all the CAD models of
tooling (i.e., variants) included in a given group,
which means checking the technological design
of the individual parts and determining the types
of machining operations required. The geometric
similarities of the parts should be identified, and
any variants determined. Once the objects have
been analysed, the next step is a description of the
technological process in the form of a knowledge
base.
In Step 2, the knowledge base is built by breaking
the technological knowledge down into basic units
(i.e., detailed data), divided into two categories. The
metadata of databaseis presented in Table 1.
Step 3 introduces modifications into the structure
of the CAD models, adding a special description for
those geometric elements associated with specific
machining operations. It can be considered that such
a description is a kind of record of metadata in the
CAD model, after which geometric elements can be
identified and specific actions performed in them in
the CAM program (e.g., automatic connection of
selected geometric elements of a given model (surface,
line, and point) with a specific machining operation,
saved onthe machining template). The advantage
of this approach is that regardless of the geometric
differences of the described elements in different
variants of the parts, they will always be interpreted
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Fig. 2. ACPUT procedure
Table 1. Metadata of manufacturing database
Knowledge Database
Basic data (general for whole process)
I. Definition of machine tool
a) Number of controlled axes
b) Workspace
c) Shifts along individual axes
d) Type of control
II. Definition of the workpiece
a) Workpiece geometry
III. Definition of the stock
a) Stock geometry
b) Position of the stock relative to the workpiece
IV. Definition of workpiece position in the machine tool
a) Position of workpiece coordinate system
b) Orientation of workpiece coordinate system (X axis, Z axis)
V. Definition of how to mount the blank in the machine tool
a) Fastening geometry
VI. Definition of the safe plane
a) Location of the safe plane

Machining operations (gathering for each operation separately)
I. Selection of type of machining operation
II. Choice of machining strategy
a) The way the tool moves
b) Milling direction
III. Choice of geometry
IV. Selection of machining tool
a) Tool Type
b) Type of frame
c) Dimensions
V. Determination of cutting parameters
a) Depth of cut
b) Cutting width
c) Cutting speed
d) Feed speed
VI. Tool path generation

Effectiveness of Automatic CAM Programming Using Machining Templates for the Manufacture of Special Production Tooling
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in the same way. This is one of the conditions for the
correct operation of ACPUT.
The next step (Step 4) consists of the use of the
data contained in the knowledge base and, specifically,
described CAD models to create a machining template
in the CAM program for a given type of part. Data
entered into the knowledge base, including all the
basic data such as machine and workpiece data,
as well as describing all possible operations to be
performed, along with a definition of the machining
parameters, tools, etc., are then added to the
CAM template. The CAM template automates the
generation of a machining program (Step 5 and Step
6) and only requires the selection of the machined
part. The appropriate algorithm in CAM then adapts
the machining process to it.
The automatically generated process should be
simulated, assessing the compliance of the results with
the assumptions for the given process. In case of any
discrepancies, the knowledge record in the database
should be improved. The end of the procedure is the
preparation of programs specifically for the selected
CNC machine.
Executing the ACPUT procedure requires
different skills in manufacturing knowledge and
CAD/CAM systems operation. It is therefore assumed
that Step 1 and 2 are realized by an experienced
technical. Step 3 can be carried out by even a novice
CAM programmer; however, Step4 requires skills at
the expert CAM programmer level. The last two steps
can be also realized by novice CAM programmers.
3 ACPUT EFFECTIVENESS TEST
3.1 Research Methodology
Preliminary tests of ACPUT [8] showed that
proceeding according to the ACPUT procedure leads
to achieving an effective machining program, meaning
that it is compliant with the requirements, according
to the manufacturing sheet (ACPUT methodology
does not concern optimizing manufacturing program).
However, the question arises whether ACPUT
is equally efficient if used in everyday industrial
practice. To answer this question, a comparative study
of the programming efficiency of machining selected
group of production tools by operators with various
experience (using any tools) was conducted.
For comparison of ACPUT efficiency to the
traditional way of programming a test was performed.
The test was carried out with 10 CAM programmers,
five of whom were experts with several years of
experience and five were beginners with several
480

months of experience. The following programming
outcomes were compared in the analysis:
1. the time needed to prepare the machining
programs for individual tooling part Ti [min],
2. cumulative machining time for preparing all
tooling groups Tc [min],
3. sum of the cost of programming and the cost of
machiningof eachtoolCm [EUR].
Additionally, the tests were madeas to whether
the parts machined in accordance with the prepared
programs meet the quality requirements (geometric
accuracy and surface roughness).
The following activities were considered by
measuring the programming time [Ti]:
• for the first part – becoming acquainted with the
whole family of products; detailed familiarization
with the first part of the family; becoming
acquainted with the manufacturing processsheet
for the first part of the family, direct time to
prepare the program for the first part in the CAM
program (experts and beginners)/preparation time
for the machining template (ACPUT procedure),
• for each subsequent part of the family - becoming
acquainted with the nth part of the family, getting
to know the manufacturing process sheet for the
nth part of the family; direct program preparation
time for the nth part of the family in the CAM
program (experts and beginner)/starting the
machining template for the nth part (ACPUT
procedure).
Tooling for plastic pipes assembly, consisting
of 50 parts (Fig. 3 – presents only part of them)and
manufactured by milling on a CNC machine, was
selected for testing. Acting in accordance with the
assumptions of ETO (the tooling model was provided
by the customer), it was assumed that when preparing
programs, it was not possible to interfere with the
geometry of the 3D models of the tools, and the files
were saved in the universal STEP file format.

Fig. 3. Part of the group of special tooling - assembly equipment
for plastic pipes

In accordance with the ACPUT procedure, the
different geometric elements of each tool in the group
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were first recognized (e.g., Fig. 4), and then described
by machining operations, for which the detailed
course of the machining process was recorded in the
knowledge base. Based on that, the manufacturing
process sheets were prepared, consisting of detailed
data about machining for each part. All those initial
steps (Steps 1 and 2) were made by a specialist
(technician).

Fig. 4. Recognized geometric elements of single tool

The next step consisted in modification of the
3D models for each part, and the addition of a special
description of those geometric elements associated
with specific machining operations. These are so-

called publications in CATIA V5. Publications are
a description enabling the program to refer to the
objects they concern. They can be considered a kind of
metadata (or tags), after which geometric elements can
be identified and other actions performed on them. In
the case described, the publications made it possible,
for example, to make a later automatic connection of
selected geometric elements of a given model (surface,
line, and point) with a specific machining operation,
saved in the machining template. The advantage of
this approach is that, regardless of the geometric
differences of the published elements in different
variants of the parts, they will always be interpreted
in the same way in the program. This is necessary to
ensure the correct operation of the automated method
described. The list of publications is added to the
structure of the given CAD model.
Having properly described the 3D models and
the knowledge base for the machining process, a
CAM process template was prepared in the CATIA
V5 program. Data stored in the knowledge base was
rewritten to the template, including basic machine and
workpiece data, and those describing all the possible
operations to be carried out along with a definition of

Fig. 5. Process of programming CNC machine with automatic solution using ACPUT procedure
Effectiveness of Automatic CAM Programming Using Machining Templates for the Manufacture of Special Production Tooling
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the machining parameters, tools, etc. The use of the
template makes it possible to automate the generation
of the machining program, requiring only an indication
of the workpiece variant. The appropriate algorithm
in the CAM program then adapts the machining
process to it. All the stages in the development of
the machining program usingthe automatic method
areshown in Fig. 5.

part should be made. The differences between the
programs (ACPUT procedure/expert programmers/
beginner programmers) mainly concerned the use of
various functions of the CAM program to perform
specific operations and the settings of the individual
treatments, which in the analysed case did not affect
the accuracy of the part.
3.2.1 Program Preparation Time

3.2 Results and Discussion
Machining programs were developed for each of the
50 parts according to:
a. the ACPUT procedure
b. the standard procedure:
• by beginner CAM programmers,
• by expert CAM programmers.
The manufacturing process sheets, developed
by a technician in Step 2 of ACPUT, were also made
available to the programmers (beginners and experts)
so that the data forthe machining process were the
same in all cases. In order to verify the surface quality
and the accuracy of execution, one variant of the
part was created according to the automatic program
(ACPUT method) along with programs developed
traditionally by an expert and a novice programmer.
The machining quality obtained in all three cases was
similar (the differences did not exceed the demands
and tolerances assumed in the technological card).
This is because in each case, it was based on a common
data source: a knowledge base describing how a given

The preparation times of the machining programs
for all three cases are presented in Table 2. The
automatic programming according to ACPUT requires
developing the template (Step 4 in Fig. 2); therefore,
the preparation time for the first part was much
longer in this case than the preparation times for the
subsequent parts. A difference can also be seen in the
case of the programmers (both expert and beginner),
programming in the traditional manner, but it not
as striking as in the ACPUT case. The differences
between the programming time of an expert and
beginner programmers are related to their different
proficiency in using the CAM program.
The total time of the beginner programmers
amounts to 2018 min (226 % of the ACPUT time),
while the experts had a working time of 1175 min
(132 % of ACPUT). The results presented in Table 2
are also shown in Fig. 6. This shows that the ACPUT
procedure is already justified when the group of parts
is greater than four.

Table 2. Comparison of preparation time for machining programs

Part No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
…
20
30
40
50
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ACPUT procedure
Ti
224
12
14
11
13
11
12
10
13
10
...
11
14
19
10

rising
224
236
250
261
274
285
297
307
320
330
...
460
606
752
891

CAM preparation time [min]
Standard procedure – Beginners
(average for 5 participants)
Ti
rising
Range
145
145
43
58
203
7
42
245
10
42
287
21
41
328
15
35
363
8
39
402
18
44
445
9
40
485
14
37
522
19
…
…
…
38
914
7
29
1286
9
41
1673
15
30
2018
14
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Standard procedure - Experts
(average for 5 participants)
Ti
rising
Range
79
79
17
28
107
11
29
136
6
18
154
8
32
186
7
25
211
3
28
240
13
20
260
8
27
287
11
22
309
6
…
…
18
519
3
16
727
11
26
955
19
18
1175
7
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Fig. 6. CAM preparation time -rising

A summary of the machining times from
the simulation for each part separately and rising
are presented in Table 3 and Fig. 7. Because the
parameters and the method of processing were
specified in the technological knowledge base, and
each of the programmers operated using the same
data, the differences in the machining times for
individual parts were insignificant. The difference
between the ACPUT procedure and the expert
programmers was 3.3 %, while between the ACPUT

procedure and the beginner programmers amounted to
5.3 %. This mainly resulted from the selection of other
speeds and the tool’s path of movement during its
approach and departure from the workpiece. It should
be emphasized here that these parameters were not
specified in the technological knowledge base.
The total time for the preparation of the
machining programs and the machining for all 50 parts
was 4863 min in the case of the programming using
ACPUT procedure, 6200 min (representing 127.5 %

Table 3. Part machining time on CNC machine based on simulation in CAM program

Part No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
…
20
30
40
50

ACPUT procedure
for each
141
87
119
43
77
42
86
43
99
45
...
82
51
59
49

Tc
141
228
347
390
467
509
595
638
737
782
...
1800
2610
3292
3972

Machining time [min]
Standard procedure – Beginner
(average for 5 participants)
for each
Tc
147
147
86
233
127
360
47
407
80
486
46
533
90
622
47
669
106
775
49
824
...
...
85
1885
55
2740
58
3471
52
4182

Standard procedure – Expert
(average for 5 participants)
for each
Tc
126
126
94
220
123
343
44
387
78
465
44
509
85
594
45
639
98
737
44
780
...
...
83
1826
51
2673
66
3408
49
4102
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Fig. 7. Machining time - rising

of the working time of the ACPUT procedure) for the
beginner technicians and 5277 min (108.5 % of the
working time of the automatic solution) for the expert
technicians. The above data are presented in Table 4.
3.2.2 Manufacturing Costs
The average cost for the machine programming for a
single part (MPc) for a given number of parts in the
group (Gs), where (Pr) is a pay rate for the CAM
programmer/technician is:

MPc = (ΣTi / 60 ×Pr) /Gs.

Supposing the pay rate for the beginner
programmer (Prb) was € 60/h and the expert’s pay
rate (Pre) was € 80/h, it emerged that the average cost
for the machine programming for a single part (MPc)
from a given group of parts (Gs), was respectively, €
40 for the beginner and € 31 for the expert.
In the case of the ACPUT procedure, to build a
machining template, expert knowledge is necessary,
while to program the machining of subsequent parts,

Table 4. Total manufacturing time
Part No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
…
20
30
40
50

484

(1)

CAM preparation and machining time [min]
Standard procedure – Beginner
ACPUT procedure
(average for 5 participants)
for each
Tc
for each
Tc
365
365
292
292
99
464
144
436
133
597
169
605
54
651
89
694
90
741
121
815
53
794
81
896
98
892
128
1024
53
945
90
1114
112
1057
146
1260
55
1112
86
1347
…
…
…
…
93
2260
122
2798
65
3216
83
4026
78
4044
99
5145
59
4863
82
6200
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Standard procedure – Expert
(average for 5 participants)
for each
Tc
205
205
123
328
151
479
62
541
109
651
69
720
113
833
66
899
125
1024
65
1089
…
…
101
2344
67
3400
92
4363
67
5277
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the knowledge of a beginner programmer is sufficient.
Thus:
MPc = [T1 / 60 × Pre + (Σ (Ti - T1)) / 60 × Prb] / Gs. (2)
In the case above, the first part of the procedure
assumed a man-hour cost of € 80/h while for the
next it totalled € 60/h. It follows that for the ACPUT
procedure, the average programming cost for
machining a single part was € 19.
Assuming a pay rate of € 35/h, the average cost of
the machining for a single part in ACPUT procedure

was € 46, by beginner programmer (average) € 49 and
for the expert programmer € 48.
The individual cost of tool manufacture
Cm [EUR], consisting of the cost of preparing the
machining programs (MPc) and the cost of machining
itself, was the lowest for the ACPUT procedure - an
average of €66 per part (€ 3300 for all 50 parts). In
the case of the beginner technicians, the Cm was € 89
(135.8% of ACPUT Cm, € 4450 for all 50 parts) and
€ 79 (120.6% 35.8% of ACPUT Cm, € 3950 for all 50
parts) for the experts. A summary of Cm is presented
in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. Special production tooling manufacture costs

4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In the present paper, a CAM programming procedure,
called ACPUT, was presented. ACPUT is dedicated
to the manufacture of special technological tooling,
which consists of technologically similar parts.
The procedure includes the development of special
machining templates in the CAM program, supported
by the technological knowledge gathered in a specially
prepared database.
The theoretical functionality of ACPUT was
studied in earlier work, but it was necessary to
validate its practical effectiveness, taking time and
cost of manufacturing the group of tooling into
account. Therefore, the main aim of this research
was to check when the automatic CAM programming
method would be better than the traditional CAM
programming approach.

Testing under industrial conditions showed that
the ACPUT procedure makes it possible to reduce
the time needed to develop a machining program.
This has a positive effect on the total cost of tooling
production.
The effectiveness of ACPUT was tested based on
the analysis of the time needed to prepare the CNC
program and the machining operation time itself
(based on the simulation in CAM). The preparation
time of the program is a direct (next to the quality
conditions) indicator of the effectiveness of ACPUT.
Analysing Table 2 and Fig. 6, it can be seen that
the time benefits of using an automatic solution
are significant, especially when compared to a less
experienced technician.
It should be emphasized that the effectiveness
of the ACPUT procedure depends on the experience
of those who prepare the templates. For the tests
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carried out, ten CAM programmers were invited to
participate: five with several years’ experience and
five with limited experience (working in this position
for only a few months). The first group was considered
an expert and the second asa beginner. The aim of the
study was not to indicate the predictable differences
between them but to evaluate ACPUT which
constituted a reference. Separating the technicians
into more experienced and less experienced groups
had one more purpose: to assess whether, after
preparing the machining templates according to
ACPUT, someone with less experience would be able
to use the automatic solution successfully. The study
revealed that it was possible: the results obtained
using the automatic solution was even better than the
work produced by expert.
The ACPUT procedure is, in its assumption,
universal; it does not require the use of any specific
CAM system or knowledge base construction
program, because it does not indicate the use of
specific tools to prepare the machining templates. In
this study, the CATIA V5 program was used to build
the machining template, but it should be considered
an example of the possible software that can be used.
Machining templates can also be built in other systems
of this type. However, it is worth emphasizing that it
is best to use integrated CAD/CAM software for these
purposes (thereby facilitating data exchange).
However, attention should be paid to certain
limitations related to the practical application of the
proposed method. Firstly, the automation of CNC
machine programming according to the ACPUT
method assumes the preparation of machining
templates for a given family of parts. Their
development is, of course, possible in advanced
CAD/CAM programs. However, it requires skills
in the field of VB programming in order to develop
algorithms that allow for automatic recognition of
specific geometric features of the machined part and
appropriate technological operations in CAM to be
assigned to them. In addition, the implementation
of programming automation according to ACPUT
requires the development and description of standards
for the technology used within production companies.
For the correct, automatic generation of machining
programs in the future, it is advisable to create a
knowledge base dependent on the experience of the
employees and the analysis of archival works.
The achieved results are satisfying, and the
conclusions seem useful for practical use. The
automation of CAM programming is laborious,
complicated and, therefore, difficult to implement
in practice. In many cases, the automation of CAM
486

programming does not achieve the assumed results
(e.g., the program preparation time gain is not
significant) because it is difficult to evaluate the
labour intensity for the whole group of manufacturing
tools. Research of the ACPUT method complements
the knowledge in this field.
In terms of further research, it would be worth
checkingthe possibility of generating programs for
specific types of CNC machine controls. However, in
the meantime, more immediate research will focus on
the development of a method for the rapid assessment
of the technological similarity of the parts for which
the preparation of a machining template is planned.
It is expected that if the difference between the parts
is too great, it will not be profitable to prepare the
template and apply the ACPUT procedure. In such
a case, it would be preferable to use the traditional
programming procedure.
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